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Abstract: We focus on how you can release major updates to that customer as much as possible, and we 
suggest a new model called Cloud Storage Audit with verifiable outsourcing for major updates. Within 
this model, major updates can be outsourced safely to authorized parties, so the important thing 
throughout the customer is that downloading the update is being saved very little. Moreover, the design 
gives us the ability to verify the validity of the encrypted secret keys issued by the OA. Specifically, we 
employ external auditors in current general audit designs; allow it to act as a delegated party in our 
position, and is also responsible for secure audits and major key updates to resist key detection. When the 
cloud downloads new files, the client should download the encrypted password only in OA. The licensed 
party maintains the encrypted secret key from the client for cloud storage audit and updates the 
encrypted status every time. The client downloads the encrypted password to the authorized authority 
and encrypts it exactly as it would like to upload new files to the cloud. In our design, only the agriculture 
authority should keep the encrypted form of the customer's secret key. In our design, only the agriculture 
authority should keep the encrypted form of the customer's secret key. We formalize the meaning and 
type of security in this form. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
We design the first cloud storage audit protocol 
with verifiable outsourcing for major updates. 
These protocols focus on various aspects of cloud 
storage auditing, such as high quality, protecting 
the privacy of information, protecting the identity 
of identities, changing data functions, and 
discussing information. Yu et al. Cloud storage 
audit protocol designed with flexible key 
expression by periodically updating the user's 
secret keys. Recently, the outsourcing account has 
received a lot of attention and has been extensively 
researched. We recommend using a completely 
new form of cloud storage audit with verifiable 
outsourcing for major updates. How to effectively 
consider the integrity of data stored in the cloud is 
an important security issue. Recently, several cloud 
storage audit protocols have emerged to overcome 
this problem [1]. It earns new domestic burdens for 
the customer, as the customer has to carry out an 
update of the important thing each time they make 
their secret key move. However, it must meet many 
new requirements to achieve this goal. Cloud 
storage is one of the most important cloud 
computing services worldwide. Although cloud 
storage offers users the greatest benefit, it also 
brings serious new security issues. First, the secret 
keys of the actual cloud audit client should not 
perform external calculations to get major updates 
by the authorized party. Recently, it has been 
suggested that how to deal with the issue of 
revealing important issues in cloud storage audit 
systems. To cope with the task, the customer must 
update his / her secret keys at every current time, 
which may inevitably create new local burdens for 
the customer, especially those with limited account 
resources such as mobile phones. Accidental 
disclosure of exposure key is a major issue for deep 
cyber security in many security applications. 
Otherwise, this will pose a new security threat. 
Therefore, the party authorized to audit the cloud 
storage must maintain the encrypted form of the 
user's secret key. Then, since the authorized party 
who calculates the outsourcing only knows the 
encrypted secret keys, basic updates must be 
completed under the encrypted state. Third, this 
client must be very powerful in retrieving the real 
secret key in the encrypted version retrieved from 
the authorized entity. We formalize the meaning 
and security of the cloud storage audit protocol 
through verifiable outsourcing of major updates. 
We demonstrate safety in our protocol in a 
systematic security model and justify its 
effectiveness through firm implementation [2]. 
Finally, the customer can verify the validity of the 
encrypted password after the customer retrieves it 
at the authorized company. The goal of this thesis 
is to design a cloud storage audit protocol that may 
meet the above requirements to provide 
outsourcing to key updates. 
2. CONVENTIONAL DESIGN: 
Resistance is a key issue for deep cybersecurity in 
many security applications. How to deal with the 
problem of detecting important problems in cloud 
storage audit systems has recently been studied and 
studied. To deal with this task, the customer must 
update his secret keys at all times for all existing 
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solutions, which will inevitably create new local 
burdens for the customer, especially those with 
limited computer resources for mobile phones. The 
case is not naturally trivial. When a customer's 
secret key is subject to audit storage to the cloud, 
the cloud has the ability to easily hide information 
loss cases to maintain its state, and customer data is 
rarely used to provide storage space. 
Disadvantages: In the current system, the customer 
is required to update his secret keys each time, 
which inevitably may create new local burdens and 
lower customer security. 
 
Fig.1.Proposed structure. 
3. FORMALIZED SECURE DESIGN: 
We are focused on how to achieve critical updates 
that are as obvious to this customer as possible, and 
we recommend a completely new model called 
Cloud Storage Audit with Outsourcing to verify 
key updates. In this model, key updates can be 
safely outsourced to an authorized company, so 
that the burden of updating important information 
about the customer is saved at the very least. In 
particular, we use a third-party auditor (DPA) in 
current public audit designs; This allows us to act 
as the authorized party in our position, which is 
responsible for key security updates to combat 
storage audits and major disclosures. Advantages: 
Major updates can be safely outsourced to an 
authorized company, so the burden of updating 
important information about the customer is saved 
at the very least. Provide additional security. We 
formalize the meaning and security of the cloud 
storage audit protocol through verifiable 
outsourcing of major updates. The Safety and 
Performance Simulation Guide reveals that our 
comprehensive design is safe and effective. Each of 
these key features has been carefully designed to 
help make the entire audit process as transparent as 
possible to the client with key disclosure resistance 
[3]. This will make our protocol safe and 
understandable. Meanwhile, the TPA can complete 
major updates under encrypted status. At the end of 
the authentication, encrypt it as you would like to 
upload new files to the cloud. Additionally, the 
client can verify the validity of the encrypted 
password. Cloud storage audit protocol with 
verifiable outsourcing for major updates. The client 
can verify its validity when resetting the encrypted 
password in the TPA. Cloud storage audit security 
type with verifiable outsourcing for major updates. 
We use three games to explain adversaries with 
different compromising capabilities of protection 
from the proposed protocol. Game 1 describes an 
opponent, completely at risk to the OA to get all 
the secret encrypted keys. Game 2 describes the 
enemy, who volunteered to get DK to the client, 
with efforts to legalize the CA at any time. Game 3 
gives the opponent more capabilities, describing 
the opponent as he threatens to get both the client 
and the OA to listen to him and DK before Jay 
attempts to create a legal certificate. OA plays two 
key roles: the first is reviewing information files 
stored in the cloud for that client, and the second is 
updating the client's encrypted secret keys for each 
period.OA can be seen as a party service or any 
other standalone cloud with powerful computing 
capabilities. You will see three parties to the form: 
Customer Auditor, Cloud, and Third Party 
References (OA). The customer uploads the files 
sent to the Cloud Club. The full size of these files 
has not been fixed, which means that the client can 
upload the increased files to the cloud at different 
time points. Cloud stores client files and provides 
download service for that customer [4]. 
Conventional file encryption is inappropriate 
because it makes it difficult to complete a major 
update under the encrypted state. In addition, using 
authentication to allow a customer to verify 
encrypted secret keys may be more complex. To 
overcome these challenges, we recommend that 
you familiarize yourself with the smooth-blind 
encryption technology in order to effectively 
"encrypt" the primary keys. We use the same 
binary tree structure to create keys that are used to 
design many codecs [5]. This tree structure 
protocol enables a quick update of keys and short 
key sizes. One of the issues we have to solve is that 
OA must perform outsourcing accounts to get 
major updates provided they are not aware of the 
actual secret key from the OA client. Then our 
security analysis indicates that this blinding 
technology with symmetry can adequately block 
enemy messages. Therefore, our design goal is to 
ensure that major updates to our customers are as 
transparent as possible with this client. To get rid 
of crypto-secret key verification from the client, 
when the client doesn't rush, we need to know if the 
encrypted secret keys downloaded in OA are valid, 
and we can remove their verification functions to 
enable cloud verification functions later. In this 
case, we can remove VerEKey from your protocol. 
Even if you have it, the secret encrypted key must 
be correct. In this way, the customer does not need 
to verify OA encrypted secret keys once they are 
downloaded. Within the designed Sys setup mode, 
OA maintains only an initial encrypted password 
and the client maintains an understandable key, 
often used to encrypt the encrypted password. 
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Within the formatted update key format, the 
Homomorphic feature enables the renewal of a 
secret key in an encrypted and installed secret key. 
We evaluate the performance of the proposed 
project through a number of tests that were carried 
out with the help of a merge-based coding library. 
At the customer-side update time, we compared 
two projects. If a customer really wants to upload 
new files to the cloud, they must verify the validity 
of the OA encrypted password and recover the 
original secret key [6]. We clarify the timing of the 
challenge creation process, the evidence generation 
process, and the evidence validation process with 
different levels of verified data sets. Within our 
program, communication messages include 
business news and resource messages. 
4. CONCLUSION: 
When uploading new files to the cloud, the client 
only needs to download the OA encrypted 
password. In this study, we examine how to 
recognize key updates for cloud storage review 
with the flexibility of keyword exposure. The client 
can verify its validity when resetting the encrypted 
password in the TPA. Within this protocol, major 
updates to organic farming are outsourced and 
therefore transparent to this client. We also provide 
official safety guides and performance simulations 
from the proposed project. The current system does 
not want an audit protocol with verifiable 
outsourcing for major updates. It used the client's 
secret key to encrypt third-party files. One of the 
problems we have to solve is to do OA outsourcing 
accounts to get major updates under the condition 
that the OA does not know the actual secret key 
from the customer. The client downloads the 
encrypted password. We show time-varying data 
sets from the challenge creation process, the 
directory creation process, and the validation 
process. Within our program, communication 
messages include work news and confirmation 
messaging. We recommend the first cloud storage 
audit protocol with verifiable outsourcing for major 
updates. Additionally, the OA only looks at the 
encrypted form of the client's secret key, because 
the client can verify the encrypted secret keys when 
they are installed in the OA. 
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